Teen Reading Recommendations

**The Davenports**
Krystal Marquis
Follows four young Black women who discover the courage to take charge of their lives and loves.
(Y) Marquis

**A Door in the Dark**
Scott Reintgen
Six teenage wizards fight to make it home alive after a malfunctioning spell leaves them stranded.
(Y) Reintgen

**Nothing More to Tell**
Karen M. McManus
Brynn is determined to solve the murder of her favorite teacher four years earlier.
(Y) McManus

**Cruel Illusions**
Margie Fuston
Ava leaves her foster home and joins a troupe of vampire-hunting magicians, hoping to learn the truth about her mother’s death.
(Y) Fuston

**A Wilderness of Stars**
Shea Ernshaw
An illness cursing the land forces Vega to discover the stars’ message that could save her people.
(Y) Ernshaw

**Reggie and Delilah’s Year of Falling**
Elise Bryant
What happens when Reggie and Delilah realize they’ve fallen for a version of the other that doesn’t really exist?
(Y) Bryant

**Cursed Princess Club Volume One**
LambCat
Not your typical fairy tale princess, Gwen meets a group of ladies who have been hexed and cast out.
(Y Graphic Novel) LambCat

**I Was Born for This**
Alice Oseman
Dreams don’t always turn out how you think, especially when you find out how surprising facing up to reality can be.
(Y) Oseman

**Foul Lady Fortune**
Chloe Gong
In 1931 Shanghai, two Nationalist spies pose as a married couple to investigate a series of brutal murders.
(Y) Gong

**The Maze Cutter**
James Dashner
Set 70 years after The Death Cure, the islanders will have to survive long enough to figure out why they are being hunted.
(Y) Dashner

**Unfamiliar**
Haley Newsome
A young kitchen witch gets an incredible deal on a new house. Turns out it’s haunted!
(Y Graphic Novel) Newsome

**Five Survive**
Holly Jackson
When their RV breaks down, six friends soon realize this was no accident, and someone wants one of them dead.
(Y) Jackson

**See You Yesterday**
Rachel Lynn Solomon
After reliving the same day for months, Barrett teams up with her nemesis to escape the time loop.
(Y) Solomon

**A Million to One**
Adiba Jaigirdar
An acrobat, an actress, an artist, and a thief work together to steal a priceless book off the Titanic.
(Y) Jaigirdar
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**What Souls Are Made Of**
Tasha Suri
Two lost souls cut off from their heritage find solace in each other in this remix of Wuthering Heights.
(Y) Suri

**The Lies We Tell**
Katie Zhao
Anna investigates the unsolved murder of her former babysitter with the help of an old rival.
(Y) Zhao

**A Magic Steeped in Poison**
Judy I. Lin
Ning enters a cutthroat magical competition to find the kingdom’s greatest tea master.
(Y) Lin

**This Might Get Awkward**
Kara McDowell
After rescuing Beau from drowning, Gemma is mistaken for his girlfriend. With him in a coma, how can she fix this?
(Y) McDowell

**The Lies We Tell**
Katie Zhao
Anna investigates the unsolved murder of her former babysitter with the help of an old rival.
(Y) Zhao

**A Magic Steeped in Poison**
Judy I. Lin
Ning enters a cutthroat magical competition to find the kingdom’s greatest tea master.
(Y) Lin

**Promise Boys**
Nick Brooks
Becoming the prime suspects in the murder of their principal, three students team up to catch the real killer and clear their names.
(Y) Brooks

**A Long Stretch of Bad Days**
Mindy McGinnis
Lydia uses her podcast to investigate an unsolved murder from her town’s past.
(Y) McGinnis

**Silver in the Bone**
Alexandra Bracken
Tasmin Lark goes on a quest to find an infamous ring from Arthurian legend to break her brother’s curse.
(Y) Bracken

**Lark & Kasim Start a Revolution**
Kacen Callender
Lark wants to be a writer, but the judgment they face from internet strangers begins to take a toll.
(Y) Callender

**An Arrow to the Moon**
Emily X. R. Pan
As Hunter and Luna navigate their families’ secrets, things begin to fall apart. Can love save them, or will fate win?
(Y) Pan

**Stateless**
Elizabeth Wein
Stella is the only female pilot in a 1937 air race meant to promote peace in Europe. But right from the start, someone resorts to sabotage.
(Y) Wein

**Queen of the Tiles**
Hanna Alkaf
Najwa is forced to investigate the death of her best friend when her Instagram comes back to life with cryptic posts.
(Y) Hanna Alkaf

**The Girl Who Fell Beneath the Sea**
Axie Oh
A girl travels to the Spirit World to break a curse that threatens the lives of her people.
(Y) Oh

**My Flawless Life**
Yvonne Woon
Hana grapples with the secrets of her private school classmates and is forced to face a secret of her own.
(Y) Woon

**My Fine Fellow**
Jennieke Cohen
In 1830s England, three friends combine forces to pull off a caper to bring them fame and fortune.
(Y) Cohen

**Sunshine**
Jarrett J. Krosoczka
Jarrett shares his experiences as a counselor at a camp for seriously ill children.
(Y Graphic Novel B) Krosoczka

**Sunshine**
Jarrett J. Krosoczka
Jarrett shares his experiences as a counselor at a camp for seriously ill children.
(Y Graphic Novel B) Krosoczka
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